THE WORLD DIPLOMATIC ACADEMY

The WORLD DIPLOMATIC ACADEMY is structured at different levels to
respond effectively to the needs of concrete and effective action in the different
areas it addresses and to operationalize its global, regional and sectoral presence.

THE HONORARY COMMITTEE
The Honorary Committee of the Academy is made up of prestigious and
recognized personalities who honor the Academy with essentially moral support in
its action, its ambition to put modern diplomacy into perspective and to propose
operational adaptations while the consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic
represent a real revolution for international relations.

THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
The Board of Trustees is made up of several personalities, including its
President who is also President of the IUHEI Crans Montana Institute.
The Board is advising the President in making all decisions, including those
concerning the daily management of the Academy, the endorsement and
implementation of the Strategic Council's proposals, the choice and definition of the
role of the people making up its bodies and those associated with its activities and
operational missions.

THE WORLD DIPLOMATIC ACADEMY

THE DIPLOMATIC COUNCIL
The Academy's Diplomatic Council is made up of Academicians who are
high-profile, respected and competent personalities, occupying or having occupied
eminent positions in a government, diplomacy, an international organization, a
major company or civil society. Its members are invited and appointed by the Board
of Directors.
The Academic Council can, on a subsidiary basis, be organized at national,
regional or sectorial levels.
The members of the Academic Council get involved according to their
affinities, their choice and their skill in the operational activities of the Academy, in
particular intervention missions, meetings and negotiations.
They are welcome to make any proposal for action or intervention to the
Board of Directors and suggest missions in which they can get involved.

THE ACADEMY’S AMBASSADORS
The Academy’s Ambassadors are outstanding and influential personalities
from the public and private worlds who provide decisive support to the activities of
the Academy.
These Ambassadors enjoy a prestigious position in the Organization and its
visual and institutional communication.
They can be appointed to
• create, maintain and develop the relations of the Academy with governmental
authorities and / or the business world.
• create and take responsibility for the activities of a "Chapter" of the Academy,
national or linked to a business, finance or industry sector.

THE CHAPTERS OF THE ACADEMY
The Academy creates, when it deems it appropriate, national, regional or
sectoral Chapters which remain, for their operation, in the letter and in the spirit of
a decentralization of its activities.
Each element relating to the creation, organization and operation of
Chapters is subject to detailed prior agreement and possible delegations.

